Fifty Shades of Grey Matter: Concussion Complexities and Constructive Conclusions
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Running title: Fifty Shades of Grey Matter
Concussion remains prominent in the medical and scientific literature but its assessment and management remains somewhat “grey” and ill defined. The key issues related to concussion are widely discussed in the public arena. While these discussions should contribute to an improved understanding of concussion in the broader community, confusing messages are being driven by different agendas.

Questions being asked

Quarrie and Murphy [1] question the relevance of current concussion consensus definitions, particularly as they translate to the real world. The authors make pragmatic recommendations. Specifically they suggest that the increasing incidence of concussion may be partly due to the expanded “theoretical” definition and that changes in the manner in which the SCAT3 is implemented and interpreted may more accurately diagnose the condition.

Similarly, a number of recent articles have highlighted the fact that the “theoretical definition” of concussion as outlined in the current Zurich statement, lacks sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, basic concepts of concussion management, such as a period of absolute rest and graded return to play, lack a strong evidence base. [3,4] Increasingly, concussion in sport appears to have become “a grey area about grey matter” with an increasingly wide net cast to capture more cases, the management of which remains subject to varied opinion and some conjecture.

Concussion is not unique

“Shades of grey” are not unique to the field of concussion. Authors have highlighted conditions such as Raynaud’s disease and fibromyalgia where symptoms, signs and other measures occur along a continuous spectrum of severity and where, in the absence of clearly defined pathology, no satisfactory gold standard exists. [4,5] In these instances, the importance of expert clinical opinion has been highlighted. [6]
Dissociating the public message from a clinical strategy

Concussion has a high public health profile. Sporting communities are increasingly sensitive to both the potential acute effects of concussion and increasingly, the possible long-term sequelae of repetitive traumatic brain injury [7]. In such an environment it is easy for clinicians to be drawn in to appeasing the public’s desire for a simplified approach to a complex issue. [8] There is a risk of oversimplifying science for the sake of a dogmatic and politically exploitable public health message. Many of the most alluring concussion-related articles appearing in the lay press conform to this unsophisticated rubric and do a disservice to the clinical complexity of evaluating injured grey matter.

The public mantra....

In concussion management the only unambiguous public message must be that of “Recognise, Remove and Refer”. To this end, the Zurich definition and extensive symptom complex are necessarily broad, encompassing some exercise-associated conditions that may not be related to traumatic brain injury. Both screening tools and awareness campaigns need to be simple and sensitive enough to allow paramedical and layperson field side decision-making.

....vs the clinical complexity

Two key aspects of Zurich’s “theoretical definition” are the acknowledgement that concussion is “complex” and that the diagnosis is “clinical”. The clinical significance and potential sequelae of sports-associated head injuries should remain at the forefront of the clinician’s mind when assessing these injuries, namely that concussions may mimic other injuries, be life threatening, cause prolonged symptoms and have the potential for long term compromise.

Such a spectrum of complex clinical issues is not unique to traumatic brain injury and requires astute medical evaluation, often serially. It is the role of medical doctors to evaluate the history, consider
confounding variables (“modifying factors”), perform general, systemic and functional examinations, order and interpret appropriate investigations and repeat this process as necessary to determine the best course of action for the patient. None of this fits into a neat “package” suitably digestible by the public or other key stakeholders (such as politicians or sports administrators).

**Long-term perspective**

Similarly, the long-term risks of concussion remain incompletely defined and even speculative, leading to heightened public concern. (3, 9) A lack of data leaves a void between the injury itself and the histological changes seen in the cohort of cases described under the umbrella of CTE. [6] Research looking at more clinical (as opposed to pathological) indicators of neurological compromise in repeated concussions may well help us better explain this expanding “grey” area of neuroscience.

**Management quandaries**

Murphy as well as others’ assertion that return-to-play guidelines are not evidence-based. [1,2] This is true. The Zurich Guidelines are aimed at maximum risk reduction rather than individually appropriate and comprehensive management of cognitive and exercise exposure. The competent clinician is not precluded from customising an appropriate approach.

**The role of SCAT3**

Quarrie and Murphy make a valid point regarding the appropriate and more consistent use of the SCAT3. We emphasise that the SCAT3 is a screening tool that fits more into the “recognise and remove” ambit rather than serving as a definitive clinical template. Ultimately the office management of concussion requires experience in treating head injuries and experienced clinical judgment. Expert
Clinicians must be able to distinguish concussion from its differential diagnoses that include organic brain pathology and many other causes. As much as they convey the message “concussion is serious and I suggest the following exercise and cognitive rest strategy”, clinicians need to be able to say “I really don’t think that you are concussed, let’s look elsewhere for a cause of your symptoms”. Sifting through shades of grey is our responsibility.

Constructive conclusions

Quarrie and Murphy add to recent work that is constructively critical of current consensus definitions and practices and calls for a more pragmatic definition, greater emphasis on excluding differential diagnoses and a more flexible management algorithm. Divorcing the public awareness message of “if you suspect it, refer it” from the integrated clinical assessment and management strategy that should follow, might require clarification in future consensus frameworks and has been successfully employed in sports such as Rugby. Future consensus documents may well target a broader spectrum of clinicians likely to encounter concussion such as ER specialists and family practitioners. Once at the doctor, fifty cases of injured grey matter may require fifty different approaches that benefit from experienced clinical input. Concussion is not the only conundrum doctors have faced that requires intuition, insight and individualisation. Public opinion may be black-and-white but clinical neuroscience isn’t. We deal in shades of grey matter.
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